European Travel startup OutdoorVisit
starts offering top outdoor adventures
also in the Americas, Asia and Africa
Prague, 22. 7. 2019
The emerging travel start-up OutdoorVisit is growing out of Europe and reaching new continents
with fresh outdoor adventures for travelers. After bringing together hundreds of hand-picked
activities from all corners of Europe, they are now adding unique adventures in Tanzania, Nepal,
Alaska, and Argentina. And all of that sustainably and with respect to nature.

The world is getting smaller and travelers are more experienced. They want to swim with whales,
explore the jungles and reach the Himalayan peaks. That’s why the emerging travel startup
OutdoorVisit is growing from Europe to four renowned nature locations on four continents - and has
no plans of stopping there.
“As a tribute to our favorite trips outside of Europe, we have selected 4 iconic outdoor destinations:
Alaska, Tanzania, Argentina and Nepal, for which we are now adding new amazing adventures and
tours,” says the CEO of OutdoorVisit Michal Tyl.
Travelers can use the services of OutdoorVisits’s handpicked and background-checked local providers
for example to:
•
•
•
•

kayak with whales or orcas, and try to spot bears in Alaska;
enjoy a chill bike ride around Mount Kilimanjaro and through Masai villages in Tanzania;
go snorkeling with sea lions in Puerto Madryn in Argentina
enjoy a beautiful and unique trek to Mount Everest Base camp through three high passes,
visiting the famous Gokyo lakes on the way.

OutdoorVisit is growing fast and more amazing destinations, such as Canada, US National parks,
Australia, New Zealand or Japan, are in the pipeline.
Outdoor adventures with respect to nature
All OutdoorVisit activities are nature-friendly and respect the principles of sustainable tourism.
“We often say no to providers we don’t believe in. That’s why you won’t find on OutdoorVisit activities
such as petting captured dolphins or aggressive jeep tours to natural parks,” reveals Michal Tyl. “We
select our activities in a very simple way: Would I love to do them myself or with my family? Is the
provider excellent and wants to create a great customer experience? Do they respect the rules and
protect the environment? Only then we say yes!”

OutdoorVisit’s goal is not just to cover great adventure travel destinations worldwide, but also to find
the hidden gems, help people discover amazing new experiences in nature and to connect small but
unique local providers with their customers.
“We have appreciated the support Michal and his OutdoorVisit team have provided over the years.
We love working with them and look forward to their future projects and concepts,” shares his
experience with the company Rick Brown, a legendary Alaskan guide and owner of a company
Adventure 60 North, based in Seward, Alaska.
If meeting wild dolphins or teaming up with a sherpa and taking on Himalayan peaks was always your
dream, but you don’t want to spend agonizing hours trying to find a reliable local provider,
OutdoorVisit has your back. Anyone can have the adventures of their lifetime, safely, sustainably and
with respect to nature.
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About OutdoorVisit
OutdoorVisit is a unique outdoor adventure booking startup with the ambition to make great
outdoor activities and adventures easy to find and book for everyone. Their staff personally chooses
each activity, researches it and talks with each guide or provider before offering it to travelers. This
ensures high quality and safety of all the activities offered. The main founder of OutdoorVisit is
Michal Tyl.

About Michal Tyl
Michal Tyl is an award-winning wildlife photographer, outdoor adventurer, speaker, and creator.
His photos of polar bears feasting on a whale carcass in Alaska or sea lions and their pups sunbathing
in Galapagos Islands were featured in media all over the world and made him a finalist of the Wildlife
Photographer of the Year. His passion for nature, adventure and outdoor led him to places few
people have been before. On his expeditions, he freedived with whales, canoed through a territory
inhabited by dangerous Amazonian tribes, hiked through the northernmost mountain range in the
world, swam with sharks in South Africa and much more. He is dedicated to helping people find the
right outdoor adventures for their taste, travel better and connect with nature and its beauty.
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